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SRS455 (6155)

1. Socket-Box
This tube has a Giant-Base. Sockets for this tube are available from new production.
We use a standard socket-box for the tube, but the heating connections (pins 1 and
5) are not connected to the 12-pin socket-box connector. Instead they are connected
to two banana jacks mounted into the socket box.

2. Heating
This tube has a heater with 5V and 6,5A. This current is beyond the limits of the
RoeTest's internal heating supply. Therefore the heating supply must be connected
externally. Due to the required high current the supply must not be fed to the
RoeTest's banana jacks. Instead the heating supply is directly connected to the
banana jacks in the socket-box.
I use a laboratory double power supply unit that allows parallel connection of the
outputs thus supplying up to 10A.

The connections are made as follows:
- Plus and Minus terminals of the laboratory supply are connected directly to the
banana jacks in the socket-box
- The Minus banana jack terminal from the socket-box is connected to the ground
terminal of the RoeTest
- Connect a Multimeter to the banana jacks in the socket-box (thus the voltage at the
tube can be adjusted exactly)
- Connect the top clip of the tube to terminal 10 at the RoeTest (use a wire with a
combination of a RF-choke and a resistor in parallel to avoid oszillation)

Tube Data
Define the dataset for the tube as follows:

-

Röhrenart (tube type): "Tetrode externe H.". For this tube type the internal
heating will not be connected to the tube
Heizart (heating mode): "~direkt". This mode selects simulation of ACheating
typische Werte (typical values): There is no information available in the
data sheets for lower level voltages for this transmitter tube. Therefore the
values from an existing NOS-tube were used as the typical values. If you
have more of that tubes you should use the average values of all of the
tubes as typical values.

To optimize the recording of the tube's characteristic curves I also created a file
named "6155.KPA" (just copy that file from http://www.roehrentest.de/6155.KPA to
the RoeTest directory).

Measuring:
First switch on the laboratory power supply unit and adjust the heater voltage, wait
until the current stabilizes. Then all measurements (static measurements,
characteristic curves, manual mode) can be done as usual.

